
Sew Heat Pad Hedgehog Egon
Instructions No. 2588
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 2 Hours 30 Minutes

This makes sewing fun! Our hedgehog Egon is a cuddly fellow who not only delights you with his cute appearance, but also
warms you with his kind. The heat pad is not only perfect for hedgehog lovers, but also frostbite sufferers. The little helper
soothes stomach and back aches. The warming cuddly toy is also an ideal companion for children at bedtime. Thanks to
the cherry pit cushion inside, the hedgehog serves as a warmer. Simply remove the inner cushion and heat it on the radiator
or briefly in the oven/microwave.

This is how the cute hedgehog is sewn:
Ticking:

Transfer the pattern for the ticking onto a heat-resistant fabric (100 % cotton) 2x. In our example we chose the Country Cotton fabric. Mark 1 cm seam
allowance around the ticking and cut to size. Sew the two pieces together, leaving an opening at the bottom. Turn the fabric and fill with the cherry stones. Sew
the turning opening together by hand or close the edges.

Hedgehog heat pad:

Transfer the pattern for the hedgehog once completely onto your desired fabric, mark 1 cm seam allowance and cut to size. Now trace the individual parts
onto the desired fabrics, mark 1 cm seam allowance and cut to size. First sew the individual parts together.

Transfer the eye and pupil onto fabric and sew them on with the zigzag stitch.

Cut the endless zip to fit, pin everything together and close the beginning and end of the zip with a seam. Now sew the zip to the two hedgehog fabric pieces
with the zip sewing foot. Then topstitch around the zip with the same presser foot.

Now both pieces of fabric can be sewn together right sides together. Cut off or cut in any protruding curves and edges. Turn the fabric over and iron it smooth.



The ticking can now be heated in the microwave and placed in the cover.

Article number Article name Qty
19148 BeaLena fabric package "Forest animals" 1
11397 Plush fabric "Lambskin"Beige 1
233910 Cherry stones 500g 1
389518 Cotton fabric "Country Cotton", nature 1
398268-01 VBS Endless zipper set, incl. 10 zips, 5 mWhite 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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